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Asset Swap Spreads Continue To Tighten, Eyeing TLTROs 
By Tim Cooper  
 
Unwinding TLTROs - starting with this week's early repayment window - is a key to shrinking the size of the ECB 
balance sheet while also better calibrating monetary policy transmission. But also, earlier repayments are seen 
reducing collateral scarcity, a key theme in repo / swaps markets in recent months. (For more, see the following 
MNI Policy articles published today: MNI INTERVIEW: ECB Bill Sales Would Ease Collateral Drought; MNI 
INTERVIEW: EZ Collateral Issues Easing – Belgian DMO) 
 
Several factors have helped narrow swap spreads in the past 6 weeks, including most recently: 

• The ECB's unexpected announcement last week that it would increase the limit on securities lending vs 
cash, with a clear eye on potential year-end tensions 

• The German debt agency's decision in October to increase bonds available for repo 

• The general risk asset rally, which has seen risk premia narrow more generally from October's peak (see 
chart of ASW Schatz which has fallen 40bp; vs 10Y BTP spreads and inverted Eurostoxx futures). 
 

The TLTRO announcement Friday could be a (marginal) driver as well – we have compiled some sell-side 
expectations below. In short, if banks make huge early repayments, it could free up some collateral in the markets 
and keep spreads tightening. 

• But that said, the impact is expected to be limited: freed-up collateral that had been posted by banks in 
TLTRO operations may not be of the "higher quality" variety (ie German bonds) required to make a 
significant difference in narrowing ASW spreads. 

 

 Schatz ASW Spread vs Eurozone Equities (Inverted), BTP/Bund Spread. Source: BBG, MNI 

TLTRO Early Repayments Seen As High As E1.5T  
  
The other factor is the size of TLTRO takeup, which we noted yesterday (TLTRO Repayments Coming Friday, 
But How Much?). 

• Institutions have until the end of the business day today to tell their national central banks about their 
repayment intentions, the amounts of which will be announced Friday. 

• The expectation for this Friday's early repayment is not entirely clear-cut, though the central forecast 
appears to be around E600bln. 

• Some institutions see repayments as being fairly modest; the high estimate is E1-1.5T. This compares w a 
total of E2.1trn of TLTROs outstanding. 

https://marketnews.com/mni-interview-ecb-bill-sales-would-ease-collateral-drought-2658668155
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• Additionally opinions vary on whether the bulk of that is expected to be repaid this month, or in December / 
January. 
 

Nov v Dec TLTRO Repayment Views Vary; Modest Swap Spread Impact Seen 
 
Some analyst views on early repayment amounts and potential market impact, in alphabetical order of institution: 
 

• Barclays: Based on largest European banks' communications in the Q3 earnings season, forecasting 
E600bln early repayments, possibly as early as Nov, but estimates are highly uncertain both in terms of 
repayment and timing (Nov vs Dec vs Jan). 
 

• BBVA: The changes to TLTRO conditions are "unlikely to trigger a massive, generalised flow of early 
repayment in the first windows available". 
 

• BofA: Banks to repay between E1trn and E1.5trn in the upcoming window. 
 

• BNP: Around E650bln by end-2022 possible, with communication from Spanish banks alone suggesting 
E200bln of that. Banks in core and semi-core countries are more undecided, with regulatory considerations 
becoming paramount in decision-making. With banks needing more time to assess the situation, Nov likely 
to see a lower repayment than Dec. 
 

• Danske: The Nov 23 repayment could trigger "a large significant drop in excess liquidity of EUR 500bn-1tr" 
 
 

• Goldman: "full TLTRO repayments should free about E390bn of government bond collateral and thus 
contribute to swap spread tightening. That being said, given the recent tightening and possibility of funding 
pressures, it is unclear how much more tightening can be expected in the near-term." 
 

• ING: "What lower collateral shortage would achieve is to make swap spreads more sensitive to other 
factors, including improving risk appetite, and so add to tightening pressure. This is assuming the reasons 
for the improvement in risk sentiment holds up, however." 
 

• JPM: Around E500-700bln to be repaid in November. 
 

• Nordea: Expectations for early repayments are quite high in the range of E500-1,000bln by year-end, but 
the amount of German bonds posted as collateral vs these loans is likely to be small. 

 


